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Abstract

Individual responses to behavioral treatment of anxiety disorders vary considerably, which requires a better understanding of underlying processes. In this study, we examined the violation and change of threat beliefs during exposure. From 8,484 standardized exposure records of 605 patients with different anxiety disorders, learning indicators were derived: expectancy violation as mismatch between threat expectancy before exposure and threat occurrence, expectancy change as difference between original and adjusted expectancy after exposure, and prediction-error learning rate as extent to which expectancy violation transferred into change. Throughout sessions, high threat expectancy but low occurrence and adjusted expectancy indicated successful violation and change of threat beliefs by exposure. Expectancy violation, change, and learning rate substantially varied between patients. Not expectancy violation itself, but higher learning rate and expectancy change predicted better treatment outcome. Successful exposure thus requires expectancy violation to induce actual expectancy change, supporting learning from prediction error as transdiagnostic mechanism underlying successful exposure therapy.
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Anxiety disorders, including panic disorder (PD), agoraphobia (AG), social anxiety disorder (SAD), and specific phobias (SP), belong to the most frequent mental disorders (Jacobi et al., 2014; Kessler et al., 2010). Without treatment, anxiety disorders tend to persist with a waxing and waning course, resulting in increasing individual and socioeconomic burden (Beesdo et al., 2007; Craske et al., 2017; Gustavsson et al., 2011; Wittchen et al., 2011). Timely and effective treatment is therefore a pivotal goal for mental-health care. Exposure-based cognitive-behavioral therapy (CBT) consistently yields large within-groups treatment effect sizes for symptom reduction, superiority to placebo control and other active treatments and shows comparable positive outcomes in routine care (e.g., Carpenter et al., 2018; Hofmann & Smits, 2008; Hoyer et al., 2017; Marcus et al., 2014; Tolin, 2010; Watts et al., 2015). In contrast to consistently positive effects on the group level, individual responses to exposure-based CBT vary substantially. Although some patients show full remission of symptoms, others do not fully benefit (Loerinc et al., 2015). Moreover, average treatment success tends to stabilize or improve in the long run (e.g., Carpenter et al., 2018; Gloster et al., 2013; Loerinc et al., 2015), but some individuals show a return of symptoms after successful treatment (Craske & Myszkowski, 2006; Pittig et al., 2021). Thus, although exposure-based CBT is highly effective, these findings highlight a need for optimization on the individual level. This calls for a better understanding of its underlying processes and mechanisms of change.

Inhibitory-learning models have highlighted fear-extinction learning as one potential mechanism of exposure (Craske et al., 2014, 2018; Pittig et al., 2016, 2018). Exposure involves repeated confrontation with feared stimuli or contexts (e.g., objects, situations, interoceptive stimuli, or fear memories) that are associated with an anticipated threat. For example, a patient may associate public speaking with the threat of social rejection and thus experience anxiety when confronted with giving a presentation at work. Such threat associations can be a result of direct experience, instruction, or vicarious learning (Rachman, 1977). “Fear extinction” refers to the process of learning that the anticipated threat does not occur or no longer occurs (Craske et al., 2018; Hermans et al., 2006) and is thus initiated by prediction error (Rescorla & Wagner, 1972). Inhibitory-learning theory assumes that this learning process does not erase the original threat association but prompts a novel association that the anticipated threat does not occur under specific circumstances. This novel learning actively inhibits the original threat association and thereby down-regulates fear and anxiety responses (Bouton, 2002, 2004). Consequently, recent basic and clinical research has aimed to enhance inhibitory learning during exposure to optimize treatment outcome.

To this end, a variety of strategies have been proposed during the last years (Craske et al., 2014, 2018; Pittig et al., 2016, 2018). Clinically, the most frequently proposed strategy is the maximization of threat-expectancy violation (Craske et al., 2014; Hofmann, 2008; Pittig et al., 2016). In humans, threat associations entail expectancies about the occurrence of the perceived threat (e.g., “When I give a presentation, the audience will judge me as incompetent and reject me”). “Expectancy violation” (EV) refers to the mismatch between this threat expectancy and the actual occurrence. This mismatch is believed to be the clinical indicator for the occurrence of a prediction error and is thus assumed to create novel inhibitory learning (e.g., “The audience did not reject me after this presentation”). The important role of mismatch between an expected outcome and its absence was highlighted by Rescorla and Wagner (1972), who stated that “organisms only learn when events violate their expectations.” Associated learning models mathematically formalize that the rate of learning crucially depends on the magnitude of EV: the larger the violation of expectancies, the more learning should occur. As a clinical implication, it is thus assumed that the more threat expectancies are violated during exposure, the better the treatment outcome (e.g., Craske et al., 2014; Hofmann, 2008; Pittig et al., 2016).

Despite strong basic science (see Craske et al., 2014, 2018; Pittig et al., 2016, 2018), only a few clinical studies have evaluated EV and its role for treatment success. A higher proportion of anticipated threats not occurring during exposure, relative to the overall number of anticipated threats, was associated with better treatment response to large-group one-session exposure in fear of heights (Wannemueller et al., 2019). Imaginal exposure in posttraumatic stress disorder resulted in significant violation of expectancies (de Kleine et al., 2017), which was not associated with treatment outcome. Expectancies, however, partly referred to the anticipation of strong fear responses during exposure (e.g., “I fear to panic”). Fear during exposure is likely to occur and does not represent an aversive unconditioned stimulus (US) or consequence. In a conditioning model, fear during exposure is the conditioned response in anticipation of an aversive US. Strictly, testing the occurrence of fear responses during exposure does not fit with the inhibitory expectancy-violation model. Moreover, intensified interoceptive exposure focusing on maximizing EV was more effective than standard exposure in subclinical PD (Deacon et al., 2013). However, comparison between the two types of exposure was confounded by a higher dose of intensified exposure. In addition, this past research was mostly based
on small and/or subclinical samples (Deacon et al., 2013; Wannemueller et al., 2019) or accounted only for parts of the conducted exposure exercises (e.g., imaginal but not in vivo exposure; de Kleine et al., 2017). Moreover, varying indicators of EV were used, for example, the proportion of anticipated threats not occurring during exposure, the proportion of testable compared with untestable beliefs, or average mismatch between threat expectancy and threat occurrence. A more comprehensive investigation of the mismatch between threat beliefs and threat occurrence, their course across treatment, and the association of different indicators with treatment success is thus needed.

Crucially, EV can be distinguished from expectancy change (EC). In humans, the amount of learning from the same experience typically differs between individuals. For example, a lack of adjusting expectancies on the basis of experience has been associated with various psychopathologies, including anxiety disorders (e.g., Beck & Haigh, 2014; Duits et al., 2015; Korn et al., 2014; Rief et al., 2015). These findings highlight that EV does not necessarily result in EC (of equal magnitude). In learning models, this is typically addressed by individual learning rates (i.e., the amount EC depends on a learning rate). This learning rate thus quantifies the individual extent to which EV is transferred into EC. During exposure, a patient may, for example, test the specific threat expectancy “When I give a presentation, I will make a mistake and the audience will laugh at me” by giving a presentation in front of an audience and experience no laughing (i.e., EV). However, if the threat expectancy remained unchanged for a repeated presentation, the learning rate would be 0. If the threat expectancy became half as high as before, the learning rate would be 0.5. It is thus important to evaluate the rate of learning from EV, the relationship between these different learning indicators, and their link to treatment outcome.

To this end, in the present study, we analyzed 8,484 standardized records of exposure exercises from 651 patients with PD, AG, SAD, and multiple SP. Patients completed multiple exposure exercises during a 14-session manualized exposure-based CBT and standardized diagnostic assessments before (n = 651) and after treatment (n = 605; Heinig et al., 2017; Pittig et al., 2021). For each exposure exercise, patients indicated the specific anticipated threat and rated their subjective probability that this threat would occur during exposure (i.e., threat expectancy). After exposure, patients rated actual threat occurrence and their new threat expectancy for repeating the same exercise (i.e., adjusted threat expectancy). Data were used to calculate three process-based learning indicators: the extent of EV and EC and each patient’s exposure-related learning rate.

Our two major aims were to examine (a) the intensity, violation, and change of threat expectancies across exposure-based CBT in a large patient sample with severe anxiety disorders and (b) the association of these process variables with treatment outcome. We hypothesized that higher EV is associated with higher EC, which is associated with better treatment outcome. In addition, higher learning rate was expected to be associated with better treatment outcome.

Method

General study design

Data were taken from a multicenter controlled clinical trial for optimizing exposure therapy for adults with anxiety disorders (Heinig et al., 2017; Pittig et al., 2021). This trial was preregistered at the National Institute of Mental Health Protocol Registration System (01EE1402A) and the German Register of Clinical Studies (DRKS00008743). In the trial, 726 patients with anxiety disorders were recruited and treated at eight study sites across Germany using a standardized treatment manual. All patients provided written informed consent to study procedures approved by the local ethic committee (Ethics Committee of Technische Universität Dresden, EK 234062014). Patients were randomly assigned to two treatment groups and completed diagnostic and experimental add-on procedures before, during, and after treatment (Heinig et al., 2017).

Patients

For the main trial, inclusion criteria were a principal diagnosis of SAD, PD, AG, or multiple SP (i.e., at least two different SP diagnoses) based on the fifth edition of the Diagnostic Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5; American Psychiatric Association, 2013). Diagnoses were established by trained interviewers using a standardized computer-assisted version of the Composite International Diagnostic Interview (CIDI DIA-X; see Wittchen, 1994). Additional baseline severity criteria were clinician-rated anxiety symptom severity of 19 or higher on the Hamilton Anxiety Rating Scale (SIGH-A; Shear et al., 2001) and clinician-rated overall severity of 4 or higher on the Clinical Global Impression (CGI) Scale, indicating at least a moderate severity (Guy, 1976). Additional inclusion criteria were age 15 to 70, able to attend outpatient treatment sessions, and sufficient German language skills (determined during the CIDI and defined as being able to understand and answer the interview questions). Exclusion criteria were any psychotic disorder, current substance use disorder (except nicotine dependence), primary mood or bipolar disorders, acute
suicidality, parallel psychotherapy, any medical contra-
indication for exposure or psychotherapy in general,
and monosymptomatic specific phobia. Other comorbid
disorders, such as depressive disorders or other anxiety
disorders, were not excluded. Patients in psychophar-
macological treatment could be included when medica-
tion was stable for at least 3 months. In total, 726
patients were included in the main trial (Pittig et al.,
2021).

In the present study, analysis focused on novel data
from standardized records of exposure exercises as part
of the treatment, which have not been reported before.
No records were available from 63 patients (8.6%)
because they dropped out before exposure, and 12
patients (1.7%) did not file any record during treatment.
As a result, 651 patients (89.7%) were included for the
analyses of exposure records. Six hundred seven
patients were born in Germany (93.2%; 14.6% had at
least one parent born in another country). In a second
step, the data obtained from the exposure records were
related to symptom reduction from before to after treat-
ment. For 46 of the 651 patients, no postassessment
data were available (either because of dropout or miss-
ing the postassessment measure; see Pittig et al., 2021).
Thus, 605 patients (83.3%) were included for the analy-
ses of outcome associations. Five hundred sixty-five
patients were born in Germany (93.3%; 14.4% had at
least one parent born in another country). Demo-
graphic and clinical data of the samples are shown in
Table 1.

**Treatment and therapists**

In the main trial, patients were randomly assigned to
two treatment groups. Both groups were treated with
a content-identical treatment manual but differed in the
temporal spacing of sessions. Treatment consisted of
14 sessions (100 min each) divided into four phases
(see Heinig et al., 2017). Components of the cognitive-
preparation phase (Sessions 1–4) were (a) general psy-
choeducation (e.g., information on anxiety, functional
behavior analysis); (b) developing individual models
for disorder development and maintenance; (c) identi-
fication of individual threat beliefs; (d) understanding
dysfunctional effects of threat beliefs, avoidance, safety
behavior, and other maladaptive anxiety-control strate-
gies; and (e) the exposure rationale. The exposure
phase (Sessions 5–10) began with two sessions of ther-
apist-guided exposure in session (Sessions 5 and 6) and
self-guided exposure between sessions (i.e., homework
exposure). The next session (Session 7) included an
interim evaluation to recapitulate experience from prior
exposures, planning subsequent exposures, and a
homework exposure. For Sessions 8 through 10, further
therapist-guided and self-guided exercises were con-
ducted to challenge most prominent threat beliefs. The
self-management phase (Sessions 11 and 12) did not
include therapist-guided exposure but emphasized self-
exposure between sessions (i.e., continuing exposure
in daily life) and relapse prevention. Summarizing the
main treatment phase (Sessions 5–12), all patients were
asked to complete five therapist-guided exposures (in
Sessions 5, 6, 8, 9, 10) and at least one between-session
self-guided exposure after Sessions 5 to 11, respectively.
Patients could, however, complete more than one self-
guided exposure between sessions. Postassessment
measures were completed after Session 12. The final
booster phase (Sessions 13 and 14) included booster
sessions 2 and 4 months after Session 12 without ther-
apist-guided exposure but with emphasis on self-guided
exposure.

Treatment groups received the same treatment con-
tent, which differed only in the temporal spacing of
Sessions 5 to 10. Whereas one group received weekly
sessions (nonintensified prediction-error-based expo-
sure [PeEx-S]), the other group received three sessions
per week (temporally intensified prediction-error-based
exposure [PeEx-I]), resulting in a duration of 6 versus
2 weeks for the exposure phase (Heinig et al., 2017).
Because there were no significant group differences for
the used primary and secondary outcome measures at
posttreatment (Pittig et al., 2021), we combined all
patients for the present analyses. However, we included
treatment group as control factor in the statistical
models.

Treatment was delivered by trained and certified
study therapists who were either licensed cognitive-
behavioral psychotherapists or postgraduate trainees
in advanced training for cognitive-behavioral psycho-
therapy. All therapists received a comprehensive 2-day
training of the treatment manual and subsequently had
to treat one case to become certified as study therapist.
Certification required successful adherence and com-
petence to deliver the treatment manual, which was
evaluated by experienced CBT therapists on the basis
of video recordings of five standardized treatment
sequences. For more details on adherence, treatment
integrity, and outcome, see Pittig et al. (2021).

Regarding exposure, therapists were trained to define
individual threat beliefs for each exposure together with
the patient and design exposure to violate these threat
beliefs. Following the inhibitory-learning approach, ther-
apists were specifically trained to define threat beliefs
about a testable feared outcome (e.g., “I will get a heart
attack and die!”) but not about fear responses during
exposure (e.g., “I will panic!”). When a testable outcome
was unclear or ambiguous for a specific threat belief (e.g., “I will go crazy” or “I will lose control”), therapists were trained to determine concrete and testable outcomes or behavioral responses associated with these beliefs (e.g., by asking patients what would happen or how it would look if they go crazy). Moreover, therapists were trained to conduct exposure for the most prominent threat beliefs and encouraged to switch to novel stimuli or contexts and target different threat beliefs across exposure exercises. In line with this, exposure exercises could also address threat beliefs associated with different diagnoses of a patient (e.g., SAD and PD). As a result, exposure exercises were typically not repeated but considerably varied in terms of content, stimulus, and context for an individual patient.

**Exposure records to assess mechanisms of change**

Before and after each exposure exercise, patients were asked to complete a structured record. Before exposure, patients indicated their specific threat belief that was targeted during exposure and provided a detailed description of the planned exercise (e.g., “Take a crowded bus during hot temperature without taking my phone with me”). They also rated their subjective preferences.
expectancy of their feared threat to occur (0%–100%) and the level of anticipatory anxiety (0 = not at all, 100 = maximal anxiety). After the exercise, patients indicated whether they completed the exercise and whether it was conducted as therapist-guided or self-guided exposure (as part of between-session homework exercises). Moreover, patients rated the extent to which their expected threat actually occurred (0%–100%) and their adjusted expectancy if they would repeat the same exercise (0%–100%). The expectancy ratings were used as measures for (a) threat expectancy, (b) threat occurrence, and (c) adjusted threat expectancy.

Overall, we collected 13,287 exposure records. For the present analyses, we focused on exercises during the main treatment phases (Sessions 5–12) because of inconsistent completion of records during the subsequent booster phase. For this main treatment phase, we included records of 8,484 exposure exercises from 651 patients, of which 605 patients completed the postassessment measures. On average, patients completed 13 exposure exercises \((M = 13.09, SD = 6.09)\), which did not differ between treatment groups, \(t(645.24) = 0.98, p = .329, d = 0.07\).

### Outcome measures

Patients completed a comprehensive baseline assessment to determine inclusion/exclusion criteria, which included clinical interviews and self-report questionnaires. Further comprehensive assessments were conducted after Session 12 (postassessment measure) and 6-month follow-up (Heinig et al., 2017; Pittig et al., 2021).

Transdiagnostic primary outcomes were clinician-rated anxiety symptoms on the Hamilton Anxiety Rating Scale (HAM-A; Shear et al., 2001; Cronbach’s \(\alpha\) for the current sample at baseline = .41) and clinician-rated overall severity on the CGI (Guy, 1976; Cronbach’s \(\alpha = .76\)). For secondary outcome measures, all patients completed the same questionnaire battery assessing self-reported transdiagnostic and disorder-specific symptoms and global functioning. For the present analyses, we included the six most important symptom measures for treatment outcome. For transdiagnostic symptom measures, we included both clinician-rated primary outcomes (SIGH-A and CGI) and self-reported anxiety symptoms across disorders assessed with the DSM-5 Cross-Cutting Dimensional Scale for Anxiety Disorders (DSM-5 Cross-D) as the only transdiagnostic self-report measure included in the trial (Lebeau et al., 2012; Cronbach’s \(\alpha = .87\)). In addition, the main self-report measures for each primary diagnosis were included (as indicated in Heinig et al., 2017): (a) The Liebowitz Social Anxiety Scale (LSAS; Fresco et al., 2001; Liebowitz, 1987; Cronbach’s \(\alpha = .97\) served as self-reported symptom measure for SAD, (b) the Panic and Agoraphobia Scale (PAS; Bandelow, 1995; Cronbach’s \(\alpha = .87\) served as self-reported symptom measure for PD and AG, and (c) the DSM-5 Dimensional Specific Phobia Scale (DSM-5 SP; Craske et al., 2013; Lebeau et al., 2012; Cronbach’s \(\alpha = .93\) served as self-reported symptom measure for multiple SP. The DSM-5 SP was used as a combined measure for all specific phobias of a patient (i.e., a single symptom score for multiple phobias). Patients were provided with examples of phobias (e.g., animals, height, blood, injections, storms, bridges) and instructed to answer the items for all relevant stimuli and situations combined. At both baseline and postassessment, these six outcome measures were combined into a standardized composite score to form a more reliable index of symptom severity (Steketee & Chambless, 1992). First, each measure was transformed using mean and standard deviation of the full sample at baseline: \((X - M) \text{ before treatment} / SD\) before treatment (Pittig et al., 2021). Thus, negative values after treatment indicate symptom reduction, and positive values indicate symptom increase. Next, a composite symptom score was separately calculated at baseline and postassessment by averaging across outcome measures (i.e., SIGH-A, CGI, DSM-5 Cross-D, LSAS, PAS, DSM-5 SP).

### Data reduction and statistical analyses

Main aims were to examine (a) the intensity, violation, and change of threat expectancies during exposure-based CBT and (b) the association of these process variables with treatment outcome. For the first aim, we first compared the raw expectancy ratings across sessions (i.e., threat expectancy, threat occurrence, adjusted expectancy if a patient would repeat the same exercise). To this end, we used linear mixed models, which allowed us to include all available data and are not refrained to complete cases as traditional repeated measures analyses of variance (Singmann & Kellen, 2019). Models were calculated in R (R Core Team, 2020) using the afex package (Singmann et al., 2020). The analyzed exposure records were collected from therapist-guided and self-guided exposure exercises from Sessions 5 to 12. We therefore included rating (threat expectancy vs. threat occurrence vs. adjusted expectancy), session (5to12 as continuous variable), and exercise (therapist- vs. self-guided) as fixed factors. Because the three-way interaction was not significant, \(F(2, 22574.09) = 0.96, p = .383\), we included only two-way interactions of the fixed factors in the final model.
for simplicity. Exclusion of the three-way interaction did not change results for the remaining effects. In addition, treatment group was included as fixed factor without interactions. Patients were entered as random factor with random intercept and random slopes for session. The final model did not include rating as random slope or correlation between random components because models failed to converge (Singmann & Kellen, 2019). For comparison of estimated marginal means in each session, a similar model with session as factor was conducted. For these analyses, effect sizes were calculated as Cohen’s d using raw data (i.e., means and standard deviation).

Next, we calculated different learning indicators for EV, EC, and the patients’ prediction-error learning rate (α). Because operationalization of EV has been inconsistent and there is no clear standard, we calculated different indicators and their associations to provide a better understanding of EV and EC during exposure therapy. For EV and EC, absolute and relative indicators were calculated. In line with previous research, absolute EV was calculated as the average mismatch between threat expectancy and threat occurrence (i.e., threat expectancy – threat occurrence averaged across exposure exercises of an individual patient; Craske et al., 2014; de Kleine et al., 2017). Absolute EV can range from −100 to 100; 100 indicates maximal EV in each exposure exercise (−100 indicates the hypothetical case of threat expectancy = 0 but threat occurrence = 100). Because the expected threat does typically not occur during exposure, absolute EV is strongly determined by the initial level of threat expectancy. This is problematic for translating the within-subjects prediction of the EV model to a between-subjects analyses (e.g., see Fisher et al., 2018). The within-subjects prediction can be phrased as “Higher expectancy violation during a specific exposure exercise should result in better outcome for an individual patient.” For example, a patient should respond better from a specific exposure, in which no heart attack occurred (threat occurrence = 0), if threat expectancy could be raised to 100 (EV = 100) compared with 50 (EV = 50). Typically, this is translated to the between-subjects level as “A patient with higher expectancy violation should show better outcome compared with a patient with lower expectancy violation.” However, many factors can contribute to differences in initial threat expectancies between patients, such as the specific threat belief, the number of repetitions of the same exposure, primary diagnoses, and many more. Most importantly, one patient compared with another patient may simply show less severe or strong threat expectancy for the same exposure: Whereas one patient may be 100% certain to get a heart attack, another patient may be only 50% certain. When experiencing the nonoccurrence of a heart attack, direct translation of the within-subjects prediction would assume better outcome for the former patient although this patient shows more severe threat expectancy. In addition, absolute EV does not distinguish between a patient reporting threat expectancy of 100 and threat occurrence of 50 and a patient reporting threat expectancy of 50 and threat occurrence of 0 (EV would be 50 for both). Thus, absolute EV may be biased when predicting treatment outcome on a between-subjects level. In addition, accounting for the individual level of threat expectancy is important. The same applies to absolute EC, which we calculated as average difference between threat expectancy and adjusted expectancy after exposure.

Therefore, we also calculated relative indicators that account for the individual level of threat expectancy. Relative EV was calculated as the proportion of mismatch between threat expectancy and threat occurrence relative to threat expectancy: (threat expectancy − threat occurrence) / threat expectancy. Relative EV thus represents the proportion of violating a patient’s overall threat expectancies across exposure sessions. Likewise, relative EC was calculated as the proportion of difference between threat expectancy and adjusted expectancy relative to threat expectancy: (threat expectancy − adjusted expectancy) / threat expectancy. Both relative indicators can range from a maximum of 1 to negative infinity: 1 indicates that 100% of the patient’s overall threat expectancy was violated or changed by exposure, 0 indicates that 0% were violated or changed, and negative values indicate that threat occurrence or adjusted expectancy was higher than original threat expectancy. In sum, the indicators represent the individual proportion of violated or changed threat expectancy. Relative indicators do not distinguish between patients reporting threat expectancy of 100 and threat occurrence of 0 and patients reporting threat expectancy of 50 and threat occurrence of 0 (for both, relative EV would be 1). Again, accounting for the individual level of threat expectancy for outcome prediction is important.

In addition, we computed the exposure-related learning rate for each patient. Individual learning rates were estimated as free parameter via maximum likelihood estimation using the following formula:

\[
\text{Adjusted Expectancy}_i = \text{Threat Expectancy}_i + \alpha \times (\text{Threat Occurrence}_i - \text{Threat Expectancy}_i),
\]

where \(\alpha\) represents the patient’s prediction-error learning rate across exposure exercises and (\text{Threat Occurrence}_i - \text{Threat Expectancy}_i) represents the magnitude of EV of exercise \(i\) (i.e., the prediction error).
Learning rate was restricted to values from 0 to 1. We used a Gaussian likelihood distribution with the predicted adjusted expectancy as mean and $SD = 30$. In sum, we estimated a single learning-rate value per patient, which describes the best fitting value for the extent to which EV was transferred into EC; $\alpha = 1$ indicates that the full extent was transferred into EC, and $\alpha = 0$ indicates that EV did not result in any EC.

For the second aim, we used these learning indicators to predict treatment outcome. For treatment outcome, we used residual-gain scores (RGSs). RGSs better control for initial differences in symptom severity and for repeated-measurement error (Steketee & Chambless, 1992). RGSs were calculated by multiplying composite symptom scores at baseline with the correlation between pretreatment and posttreatment scores and subtracting composite symptom scores at posttreatment (Steketee & Chambless, 1992). A higher RGS thus indicates higher symptom reduction. We used robust linear regression to predict symptom reduction (RGSs) while accounting for variables of potential influence using the robustbase package (Maechler et al., 2020).

As a first step, we therefore defined a baseline model including predictors of interest. The baseline model included the number of comorbid disorders, the individual number of exposure exercises, intake of psychotropic medication (0 = no, 1 = yes), and treatment group and, importantly, accounted for the individual level of threat expectancy. In the next step, we separately added each learning indicator and compared the resulting models to the baseline model. We repeated this approach in each primary disorder category (PD/AG, SAD, multiple SP) using the RGSs calculated from the standardized disorder-specific symptom measure (PAS, LSAS, DSM-5 SP).

Results

Intensity, violation, and change of threat expectancy during exposure-based CBT

Threat expectancy, threat occurrence, and adjusted expectancy. Average self-reported threat expectancy, threat occurrence, and adjusted expectancy are shown in Figure 1 (and see Table S1 in the Supplemental Material available online). On average, there was a strong mismatch between high threat expectancy and low threat occurrence for each therapist- and self-guided exercise, indicating successful EV by exposure (Tukey-adjusted comparison of estimated marginal means: $z > 30.06, ps < .001, ds > 1.19$). Moreover, average adjusted expectancies were consistently lower than original threat expectancies in each therapist- and self-guided exercise, indicating successful EC ($z > 19.30, ps < .001, ds > 0.66$). Average adjusted expectancies were higher than threat-occurrence ratings in each therapist- and self-guided exercise, indicating that EC did not occur at the same magnitude as EV ($z > 10.77, ps < .001, ds > 0.46$).

Moreover, the three expectancy ratings distinctly differed between therapist-guided and self-guided exposure; Rating × Exercise interaction: $F(2, 21471.85) = 148.23, p < .001$. Threat expectancies were higher for therapist-guided compared with self-guided exercises ($z$ ratio = 17.84, $p < .001, d = 0.33$), whereas threat occurrence was slightly lower for therapist-guided compared with self-guided exercises ($z$ ratio = 5.11, $p < .001, d = 0.07$). Adjusted expectancies did not differ between therapist-guided and self-guided exposure ($z$ ratio = 0.28, $p = .999, d = 0.03$; see Fig. S1 in the Supplemental Material).

In addition, change across sessions differed between threat expectancy, threat occurrence, and adjusted expectancy; Rating × Session interaction: $F(2, 21482.65) = 20.75, p < .001$. Threat expectancies slightly decreased across sessions (slope estimate = $-1.17$, 95% confidence interval [CI] = $[-1.45, -0.90]$), which was mainly linked to higher threat expectancies at the beginning (see Session 5 in Fig. 1). This significant but small decrease in threat expectancy was larger than the small decrease in threat occurrence (slope estimate = $-0.32$, 95% CI = $[-0.59, -0.04]$) and no change in adjusted expectancies (slope estimate = $-0.26$, 95% CI = $[-0.53, 0.01]$; threat expectancy vs. threat occurrence: $z$ ratio = 5.39, $p < .001$; threat expectancy vs. adjusted expectancies: $z$ ratio = 5.74, $p < .001$). Change across sessions did not differ between threat occurrence and adjusted expectancy ($z$ ratio = 0.35, $p = .934$).

Summarized, averaged across patients, there was a consistent mismatch between high threat expectancy and low threat occurrence and low adjusted expectancy for each therapist- and self-guided exercise. These results indicate that exposure successfully induced threat EV and EC. However, EC did not occur at the same magnitude as EV. In addition, threat expectancy before exposure was higher during therapist-guided compared with self-guided exercises and for the initial exercises in Session 5.

Individual learning indicators during exposure-based CBT. The distribution of absolute and relative EV, EC, and the patients’ exposure-related learning rate (α) are displayed in Figure 2. Average EV was $32.14$ ($SD = 17.54$), and average EC was $21.11$ ($SD = 12.25$). Both indicators substantially varied between patients. Regarding relative EV, 98.5% of the patients showed a violation of positive magnitude (i.e., relative EV > 0). The average proportion of EV was $M = 0.71$, indicating that exposure, on average, violated 71% of a patient’s overall threat
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expectancies. EV substantially differed between patients (see Fig. 2). Regarding relative EC, 97.4% of the patients showed a reduction of threat expectancy of positive magnitude (i.e., relative EC > 0). The average proportion of EC was $M = 0.48$, indicating that a patient’s overall threat expectancies, on average, changed by 48%. EC also substantially differed between patients (see Fig. 2). Combined, these findings highlight that exposure, on average, induced successful EV and EC, which substantially differed between patients.

The average learning rate was $M = 0.65$. Thus, approximately two thirds of EV were, on average, transferred into EC. Again, learning rates substantially varied between patients ($SD = 0.23$, minimum = 0, maximum = 1; see Fig. 2, right), indicating that EC following EV was higher for some compared with other patients. For example, 25% of patients showed a learning rate below 0.5, whereas the highest 25% of patients showed a learning rate above 0.83.

Because threat expectancy and occurrence differed between therapist-guided and self-guided exposure, we compared EV and EC between therapist-guided and self-guided exposure (see Fig. 3). Absolute and relative EV were higher for therapist-guided compared with self-guided exposure; absolute: Wilcoxon’s $W = 164,124.50$, $p < .001$, $r = .69$; relative: $W = 105,890.00$, $p < .001$, $r = .45$. EC was also higher for therapist-guided compared with self-guided exposure; absolute: $W = 154,820.00$, $p < .001$, $r = .61$; relative: $W = 124,811.00$, $p < .001$, $r = .34$.

**Associations between expectancy ratings, learning indicators, and symptom severity**

Descriptive data of the average expectancy ratings and bivariate correlations between expectancy ratings, learning indicators, and symptoms are provided in the Supplemental Material (see Figs. S2 and S3 in the Supplemental Material). As expected, there were various significant correlations between the different indicators. Absolute and relative indicators were correlated only to a moderate degree ($rs = .49$ and .55). There were only few significant associations with the overall number of exposure exercises. Absolute EV ($r = .67$) and absolute EC ($r = .51$) were most strongly correlated with threat expectancy. These findings support the importance to
Fig. 2. Distribution of the learning indicators during exposure-based cognitive-behavioral therapy of 651 patients with anxiety disorders. For each patient, absolute and relative expectancy indicators were averaged across exposure exercises. Learning rates were estimated on the basis of all available exposure exercises of a patient. Dots represent individual patients’ means. Their distribution is illustrated by density plots. Box plots illustrate median and interquartile range.
control for the level of threat expectancy in prediction analyses. EV and change were positively correlated ($r_s = .62$ and $.45$), indicating that higher EV was linked to higher EC. There were almost no significant associations with composite symptom severity at pretreatment.

**Associations with treatment outcome**

Composite symptom scores significantly improved from pretreatment to posttreatment with a very large effect size, $t(604) = 42.79$, $p < .001$, Cohen’s $d = 1.75$ (see gray squares in Fig. 1). For the baseline model of the robust linear regression, a higher number of comorbid disorders before treatment, stable intake of medication, and higher average threat expectancy were associated with less symptom reduction (see Table 2). Coefficients for the process-based learning indicators (see Table 2 and Fig. 4, top) showed no significant association for EV ($\beta_s = 0.05$ and $0.04$), but higher EC ($\beta_s = 0.24$ and $0.19$) and especially higher learning rate ($\beta_s = 0.36$) predicted higher symptom reduction. Similar results were found in each primary disorder subgroup (see Fig. 4, bottom; for full statistics, see Table S2–S4 in the Supplemental Material): There were no significant associations between EV
Fig. 4. Robust linear regression coefficients (and 95% confidence intervals) for the association between learning indicators (learning rate, expectancy change, expectancy violation) and symptom reduction (residual gain scores) for the whole sample (top) and subgroups with different anxiety disorders according to the principal diagnosis (bottom). Coefficients were calculated by adding the corresponding predictor to a predefined baseline model with number of diagnoses, number of exposure exercises, intake of psychotropic medication, and treatment group as predictors. PAS = Panic and Agoraphobia Scale; LSAS = Liebowitz Social Anxiety Scale; DSM-5 SP = DSM-5 Dimensional Specific Phobia Scale.
and disorder-specific symptom reduction. Higher learning rate was associated with larger disorder-specific symptom reduction in each subgroup \((\beta = 0.23\text{–}0.36)\). Higher EC was significantly associated with larger disorder-specific symptom reduction in PD/AG \((\beta = 0.16\text{ and }0.15)\) and SAD \((\beta = 0.21\text{ and }0.24)\) but missed significance in multiple SP \((\beta = 0.24\text{ and }0.19)\), presumably because of the lower sample size.

In sum, higher EV was not associated with treatment outcome. Instead, a higher learning rate and higher EC were associated with better treatment outcome. This pattern of results was similar in each disorder-specific subgroup.

### Discussion

In the present study, we examined the intensity, violation, and change of threat expectancies across exposure-based treatment for anxiety disorders and the association of these process variables with treatment outcome. Main findings showed that (a) high threat expectancies were, on average, successfully violated and changed throughout exposure exercises; (b) EV was not fully transferred into EC and the exposure-related learning rate substantially differed between patients; and (c) not EV itself but the exposure-related learning rate and EC were associated with better treatment outcome. The latter associations were comparable for all anxiety-disorder subgroups (i.e., PD/AG, SAD, and multiple SP) and different indicators of EV and EC. Thus, successful exposure not only requires a mismatch between threat expectancy and actual occurrence, but most importantly, this mismatch needs to trigger an actual change of threat expectancies. These findings provide evidence from a large clinical sample that changing irrational threat expectancies seems to represent a transdiagnostic mechanism underlying successful exposure (Craske et al., 2014; Pittig et al., 2016).

Exposure exercises were successful to activate individual threat beliefs throughout treatment. This was indicated by high threat expectancies before exposure. On average, threat occurrence and adjusted expectancy after exposure were consistently lower compared with original threat expectancy before exposure. The mismatch between high threat expectancy and low threat occurrence highlights that exposure, on average, induced EV in therapist- and self-guided exercises. Likewise, the difference between high threat expectancy and lower adjusted threat expectancy highlights successful change of threat expectancy. These findings expand recent demonstrations of EV (e.g., Deacon et al., 2013; de Kleine et al., 2017) by also revealing EC in a large sample that included a wider spectrum of anxiety disorders and comorbid conditions undergoing comprehensive exposure-based CBT. Combined, these findings support theoretical assumptions that exposure induces violation and change of threat expectancies (Craske et al., 2014; Pittig et al., 2016). Moreover,
average EV and EC were higher for therapist-guided compared with self-guided exposure. These differences resulted from higher threat expectancy and lower threat occurrence for therapist-guided exposure. If EV and EC are mechanisms underlying successful exposure, this finding favors therapist-guided over self-guided exposure and does not support giving exposure as homework alone (see also Gloster et al., 2011; Hipol & Deacon, 2013; Pittig et al., 2019; Waller & Turner, 2016).

As expected, exposure was highly effective in reducing clinical anxiety symptoms. As previously reported, patients in the present trial showed substantial improvement in anxiety symptoms with very large effect sizes (Cohen’s $d_s = 1.50–2.34$; Pittig et al., 2021). For the present study, composite symptom score strongly decreased from pretreatment to posttreatment ($d = 1.75$). Most importantly, individual learning indicators were significantly associated with treatment outcome. Whereas EV itself was not associated with symptom reduction, a higher exposure-related learning rate ($\alpha$) was consistently linked to better treatment outcome with moderate to strong effect sizes ($rs = .23–.36$). In the whole sample, learning rate accounted for approximately 15% of the variance in symptom reduction. The learning rate positively correlated with EC, which was also positively associated with better treatment outcome ($rs = .15–.24$). These associations were evident in each primary diagnosis subgroup (i.e., PD/AG, SAD, multiple SP). It is important to highlight that these findings do not negate the role of EV in exposure-based CBT as derived from the inhibitory-learning model. EV is likely the first important step to change threat beliefs. In support, higher EV was associated with higher EC. However, successful EV does not seem to suffice, because it does not automatically transfer into EC. Our findings thus suggest that not EV per se, but the rate of learning resulting in actual change of threat expectancy is a transdiagnostic mechanism of successful exposure for anxiety disorders. Clinical research should thus not only target interventions to maximize EV but also more strongly focus on interventions to optimize EC.

In this regard, the exposure-related learning rate may be a valuable indicator for quantifying learning during comprehensive exposure therapy. The average learning rate of 0.65, for example, indicated that approximately two thirds of EV resulted in EC. Given that most patients suffered from their anxiety disorder for several years (on average, 13–14 years) and thereby most likely held their individual threat beliefs for several years, exposure-based CBT can be seen as highly effective in changing individual threat expectancies in session. Importantly, individual learning rates substantially differed such that some patients showed strong learning, but others showed limited learning. Because the individual learning rate was most strongly associated with symptom reduction, these findings can be seen as support for recent assumptions that the therapeutic effect of exposure seems to depend on the relationship between EV and factors influencing whether this experience actually changes threat expectancies (Kube et al., 2020; Rief et al., 2015).

In this regard, a variety of factors have been discussed. For example, successful change of threat expectancies may depend on low cognitive immunization (Kube et al., 2020; Rief et al., 2015). Cognitive immunization, such as “This was the exception of the rule” or “I was only successful because of the therapist’s support,” may prohibit change of threat expectancies despite their violation. Other factors involve the content and quality of exposure, individual difference factors, or external factors (Hermans et al., 2006; Lonsdorf & Merz, 2017; e.g., Pittig et al., 2018, 2020; Rief et al., 2015). For example, the relationship between learning from EV and treatment outcome may be moderated by the specific content of the patient’s threat beliefs (e.g., “I will die” vs. “I will do something embarrassing”) or the amount of safety behavior used during exposure (Pittig et al., 2020; Telch & Lancaster, 2012). Most importantly, an accurate definition of individual threat beliefs is assumed to be crucial for successful exposure (Craske et al., 2014). In this regard, therapists were trained to define testable beliefs about observable feared outcomes (e.g., “When I stutter during the presentation, people will notice and make depreciating comments”) but not about emotional responses (“I will be very anxious”) or untestable outcomes (e.g., “Something bad will happen”). Although therapist training specifically focused on accurate definitions of threat beliefs, future research may examine how adherence to this training may affect the association between EC and treatment success. In addition, individual-difference factors, such as concomitant medication or comorbid disorder, and external factors, such as external stressors, context changes, or distraction, may also influence learning during exposure (Hermans et al., 2006; Lonsdorf & Merz, 2017). In these examples, the exposure-related learning rate is conceptualized as a flexible parameter that can be modulated by the specific context or intervention. However, it could also be seen as a more stable, trait-like individual-difference factor itself, describing the individual capacity of learning from exposure, which, for example, could help to predict treatment outcome. In this regard, the association of the exposure-related learning rate with neurological learning circuits involved in the regulation of anxiety may be important. In sum, future research should examine the characteristics and moderators of the exposure-related learning rate, which may help to better optimize a crucial mechanism underlying successful exposure.
In the present study, we also found consistently high threat expectancies before exposure throughout treatment. Specifically, self-reported threat expectancy slightly decreased after the first session but remained stable for the remaining sessions. These findings may be seen as somewhat surprising given that a reduction of threat expectancy is typically reported in experimental and clinical-analogue studies (Deacon et al., 2013; Hermans et al., 2006). However, in experimental and clinical-analogue studies, exposure to the same stimulus or context is typically repeated multiple times. A change of context or stimulus typically results in little reduction or a return of threat expectancy (Bouton, 2002; Maren et al., 2013; Vervliet et al., 2005, 2006). In the present trial, therapists were trained to conduct exposure for the most prominent threat belief and encouraged to switch to those stimuli or contexts for which high threat expectancies were (still) present. High threat expectancies throughout treatment were thus in line with the individual focus of the treatment and the inhibitory-learning-model approach to exposure that aims to repeatedly increase threat expectancy (Craske et al., 2014). Stable threat expectancies thus do not indicate failure to reduce threat expectancy for a specific context or stimulus. They may better be interpreted as a lack of generalizing the experience of non-occurring threat from one to another exposure exercise. These clinical findings relate to experimental research on deficits in generalization of fear extinction: Learning that a feared stimulus is no longer followed by an aversive outcome (i.e., fear extinction) does not easily generalize to stimuli or contexts resembling the original fear stimulus or context (Vervliet et al., 2005, 2006; Wong & Lovibond, 2020). Although anxiety symptoms markedly decreased as high threat expectancies were repeatedly changed, higher average threat expectancy across exposure exercises was associated with lower symptom reduction. These findings may tentatively support the notion that a failure to generalize the experience of EV across exposures is associated with worse treatment outcome. Future research may thus examine the association between symptom reduction and individual generalization gradients in more detail.

Some of the present findings and implications require further investigation and additional limitations need to be considered. As mentioned above, we did not account for the content, quality, or individual-difference factors because the main aims focused on overall violation and change of threat beliefs and their association with treatment outcome. In addition, we used learning indicators averaged across exposure sessions, which may prohibit insights into their dynamics across sessions. The present study found a strong link between exposure, its proposed mechanism (change of threat expectancy), and symptom reduction. This link is an important criterion for a mechanism of action in psychotherapy, but additional criteria exist (see Kazdin, 2007). Whereas some criteria can be accepted as confirmed (e.g., plausibility of the mechanism; Richter et al., 2017), others require converging lines of research (e.g., replication). Most importantly, future studies can expand the present findings by adding repeated symptom measures across sessions to establish a closer timeline between EC and symptom reduction. Finally, in the present study, we measured only the change of threat expectancy directly after exposure, which represents a short-term change in threat beliefs. It may thus be interesting to expand results to the long-term course of threat expectancies after exposure. Some patients may show persistent EC, whereas others may not. Recurrence of original threat expectancies may, for example, be linked to biased processing of exposure, such as focusing on negative aspects of exposure, postevent processing, or cognitive immunization (Rachman et al., 2000; Rief et al., 2015). Long-term EC may thus be even more relevant for long-term treatment success. Finally, we did not investigate the role of ethnic or cultural background in the present study.

Conclusion
Exposure-based CBT is successful to activate, violate, and change individual threat beliefs throughout exposure sessions. Average learning from EV and EC was high but substantially differed between individual patients. Not EV itself, but a higher exposure-related learning rate and higher EC following EV was associated with better treatment outcome. Comparable results were found in all primary anxiety-disorder subgroups (PD/AG, SAD, and multiple SP). Change of threat expectancies thus seems to represent a transdiagnostic mechanism underlying successful behavioral treatment for anxiety disorders. Future research should examine which factors influence exposure-related learning rate and expand findings by establishing a closer timeline between learning and symptom reduction and examining the long-term course of expectancy after exposure.
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Notes
1. No bipolar disorder occurred in the present sample (assessed via the CIDI).
2. Patients were allowed to indicate two threat beliefs for each exercise, which occurred in 14.3% of all exercises. Analyses were conducted for the first threat belief. However, results were the same for analyses using the highest rated belief and using an average in case of two beliefs.
3. The formula is based on prominent learning models such as reinforcement learning or the Rescorla-Wagner model (Rescorla & Wagner, 1972; Sutton & Barto, 2018), which are often used in experimental research. In this research, participants are, for example, exposed to the same stimulus in successive trials and expectancies probed for each trial. Because the same stimulus is encountered, EC is inferred by comparing expectancy from trial i with expectancy from trial i + 1. Because successive exposure exercises in naturalistic exposure treatment, however, differ considerably, it cannot be assumed that the same stimulus or context is encountered. Thus, we used adjusted expectancy rated directly after exposure as alternative indicator for EC.
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